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1. Introduction 
Section 1 of this document is the PMDS Handbook, It will be available on the DMS or through the HR 
Department. 

Appendix 1 contains examples of completed  PDP forms, plus a blank PDP Self-Assessment form. 

Appendix 2 contains details of the various PMDS training courses and workshops. 

1.1 What is the Performance Management and Development System? 

PMDS is a combination of two processes - Performance Management and Staff Development. 

Performance management is about agreeing priorities and objectives for improved service delivery and 
reviewing progress against these objectives on a regular basis.  

The Staff development process is about agreeing development and training needs, both for improving 
current job performance and enhancing career prospects. 

1.2 Why are we doing it? 

PMDS is beneficial for both the Institute and the employee as well as bringing significant benefits to all 
stakeholders in the IoT sector. PMDS improves communication at all levels. It gives staff a better 
understanding of the Institutes goals and values and can help align with the goals of the strategic plan 
2016-2019 as we move toward designation of a Technological University. It creates a culture of continuous 
improvement & personal learning and development needs are identified and addressed. 

Staff have a clearer understanding of their roles & Key aspects of roles are prioritised, therefore improving 
overall performance.  

The government and the trade unions are committed to the continuous improvement of the public 
service. This can only be achieved by having well trained and motivated management and staff, all 
working to an agreed set of goals.  

The Sustaining Progress agreement supports these aims, by requiring all public sector organisations to 
implement a Performance Management and Development System by 1st January 2005. It stipulates 
that:  

 Institutes will introduce a structured system of performance management and development in line 
with the HEA sector to ensure alignment of performance and effort with organisational goals and 
strategies. This will involve: 

 The setting of individual annual targets in agreement with the immediate supervisor 

 The annual review of the outcome 
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 The identification of development needs and agreement on a programme of development; and 

 A review of the delivery of the agreed development measures 

1.3 How will it be done? 

Every staff member will have an individual meeting with their Manager / Head of Department during 
which they review progress and performance for the previous year and agree new priorities and objectives 
for the following year. 

They also identify what might get in the way of making improvements and meeting objectives and agree 
plans to overcome these problems.  

This leads to the next process, where any training and development needs are identified, agreed, and 
recorded in the employees Personal Development Plan. 

 After twelve months, the Manager/ Head of Department meets the employee, to review progress on 
performance and the Personal Development Plan. They agree necessary actions, priorities and plans for 
the following twelve-month period. That’s the formal system, however, in practice, the Manager and 
employee will be reviewing progress informally on an ongoing basis. 

1.4 What training and support is available for PMDS? 

Initially external trainers will be used to provide training and support in the use of the PMDS.  This 
arrangement may be revised as the PMDS rollouts. 

They will be available to provide advice, guidance, support and coaching during the first nine months of 
the implementation programme, by which time most people will have been through the process and will 
understand it. 

The trainers will initially also provide or facilitate the following types of courses and workshops. (Course 
details are provided in Appendix 2) 

PMDS Awareness Workshop for Managers and Staff (ref PMDSAW1) 

Management Training – How to run the Personal Development Planning process (ref PMDSMT1) 

Employee Briefing Session – How to make the most of your PDP Session – Ref EBS 

 

1.5 What will I need to do as a member of staff? 

You will be invited to attend a PMDS general awareness session.After that you will be invited to a Personal 
Development Plan briefing session where you will learn how to prepare for your PDP review meeting and 
be told how to make the most of the exercise. 
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING -GUIDELINES FOR STAFF 

 

2 Introduction 

The purpose of the Personal Development Planning meeting is to: 

 review performance and achievements for the previous year 

 identify employee strengths and areas for development 

 agree work priorities for the year ahead  

 agree development and training needs and plans  

These notes provide guidance to staff on the Personal Development Planning process. They advise you 
how to prepare for the annual PDP review meeting with your manager/head of Department. They explain 
how the meeting should be carried out, and what happens afterwards. 

The notes were designed as a handout to be provided on a PMDS staff awareness course. 

2.1 Preparing for the Personal Development Meeting 

The starting point of the process should be the Team Development Plan session, which will produce a 
number of common objectives for team/group members. You should have a copy of the plan and give 
some thought to how it affects you and your work for the forthcoming year. 

You will find a PDP pre - planning form attached to these notes.  

We recommend you use it to help prepare for the PDP meeting. It is identical to the PDP form which will 
be used by your manager and provides an outline structure for the meeting. 

Use of the form is optional, and if you do use it you do not have to show a copy to your manager. You may 
choose to send a copy of the form to them a few days before the meeting, or simply use it as a memory 
jogger at the meeting. Some staff members actually prefer it to be attached to the finally agreed Personal 
Development Plan.  
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2.2 What sort of information should I prepare for the PDP meeting? 

Role description - Has there been any significant change in my role during the past year - have I been 
involved in substantial additional work such as major projects? 

Achievements for past year - Did I achieve my main objectives for last year - what went well, what did not 
get finished - what were the barriers and obstacles to completion (e.g. lack of time, project was 
terminated, redeployed to other work)? 

Strengths - What are my main job -related strengths, what do I do particularly well? 

Areas for improvement and development - Which aspects of my work performance could be improved by 
further development and training - e.g. computer literacy, management skills, communication skills, other 
job specific training. 

Career development - Do you want to discuss any particular career aspirations at the meeting or have any 
general points you would like information or guidance on? 

Training and development needs - What are your current priorities for development and training, both in 
relation to your current role and in support of your future development? You should be considering a 
range of development approaches as well as external training courses - for example internal assignments 
to gain experience, attendance at in house courses, receiving coaching from managers and others. 

Objectives for next year - These will be developed jointly between you and your manager/head of 
department during the meeting. They will also reflect what you agreed in the Team Development Plan 
Session. What are your initial thoughts about what should be your main objectives, priorities and 
improvement targets for the next year?  

2.3 What happens at the meeting? 

The meeting normally takes between 45 and 90 minutes and should be held in a confidential area away 
from any interruptions.  

The Manager/Head of Department will have completed a draft PDP form.  After a general discussion 
he/she will normally work through the headings with you and compare notes, discussing any areas where 
you have significantly different views. 

It is important to make sure that that completion of the PDP form does not become the main focus of the 
meeting. The main purpose of the meeting is to have a full and frank discussion about performance and 
inhibitors and personal development, and also to agree priorities and plans for the forthcoming year. 

At the end of the meeting, the manager will summarise the key points of the meeting and both parties will 
sign the PDP form. The employee will be given a copy of the PDP straight after the meeting. 

If the form was not completed during the session, the manager will complete it in draft form straight after 
the meeting and give a copy for approval and signature to the employee within two working days.  
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The PDP form is confidential to the employee and their manager. Training requests will be extracted from 
the forms and aggregated for central planning purposes.   

2.4 Reaching agreement 

The final PDP document should represent a consensus view between the manager and employee. There 
may well be differences of opinion about aspects of the employee's (and manager's) performance but 
these are normally resolved during the discussion. There will be periodic review meetings during the year 
to track progress.  

However, if there are varying differences in the opinion of the employee and Manager and if the 
differences are significant and cannot be resolved between the participants there needs to be an 
escalation or appeal process to resolve the issue. This normally means involving the manager's manager in 
reviewing the facts and the way the process has been carried out. If this does not resolve the issue, it 
should be referred through the normal grievance process. 

2.5 What happens next? 

A summary of the agreed development and training plan is copied to Human Resources who will aggregate 
all of the requirements into their training needs analysis. Given current resources they will have to 
prioritise and go back to managers with a statement of what can be delivered. 

The Manager/Head of Department will arrange an informal follow on PDP meeting with you after four to 
six months. During this session you will review progress on the agreed performance objectives and also on 
the PDP. 

3 What will I need to do as a Manager? 

You will be invited to attend an initial PMDS awareness session. 

After that you will be invited to a Personal Development Plan briefing session where you will learn how to 
prepare for your PDP review meeting with your own manager. 

You will then be invited to a short training course (how to manage the PDP Processes), after which you will 
have individual PDP sessions with all members of your team. 

The following guidelines are for all managers who will be carrying out Personal Development reviews with 
members of their teams.  The guidelines describe the process involved and the steps to be taken in 
advance of the meeting and the follow-up action planning required. 

The review is a two way meeting that is open, consultative and ongoing.  

It provides the focus for staff development in line with personal, Departmental and Institute wide 
objectives that complement the strategic direction of the Institute.  
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The outcome of the conversation, the Personal Development Plan (PDP), is a summary of the objectives 
and activities for the coming year, plus the agreed development and training plan for each member of 
staff. 

3.1 Preparation Phase 

The manager needs to be clearly aware that the focus of the meeting is on the individual’s work 
performance and personal development. 

The manager should be clear about the individual’s role and role expectations in the context of the team.  
They should also be aware of the work of the individual over the previous twelve months or since the 
previous review.  If the person’s role has changed / is changing, then this should be discussed during the 
meeting. 

At least one week prior to the meeting the manager should make sure that the employee has a copy of the 
Self-Assessment Form to help them prepare for the review. 

3.2 The Personal Development Plan Review Meeting 

It is important that the correct atmosphere is created so that both parties feel that the meeting is carried 
out in a fair and equitable manner.  This can be facilitated by: 

 Meeting in a suitable location where the conversation will not be interrupted 

 Ensuring that there is enough time allocated (between 40-90 minutes) 

 Adhering to an agreed structure for the meeting as follows: 

 Reviewing of completed form 

 Agreeing role expectations and key objectives 

 Agreeing key strengths and areas for development 

 Outlining any obstacles or barriers 

 Agreeing the action plan for development and key milestones and activities 

 Agreeing ongoing support for development 

 The meeting should be a two-way conversation and the agreed outcomes should then be recorded 
in the individual’s Personal Development Plan  

 It is important that the discussion is not driven solely by the forms. If necessary, the form can be 
filled in after the meeting and serve as a record for both parties to refer to 
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 The meeting should be carried out in a positive atmosphere and there should be no surprises for 
the individual at the meeting 

 The completed forms should be confidential and held by the team member and manager. A 
process has still to be agreed to communicate a summary of training and development needs to the 
HR department. 

 Both parties to the review should agree the outcome of the meeting on the Development form. A 
process has still to be agreed to cover any significant disagreement.  

3.3 Follow-up 

 The manager should ensure the appropriate support for the team member in meeting their 
objectives 

 Objectives should be realistic and achievable. Barriers should be realistically assessed and taken 
into account in the follow-up review. 

 Ongoing informal feedback on progress should be encouraged 

 There should be an informal progress review after 6 months and a formal review after 12 months. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

4 What’s in it for me as a staff member?  

Personal development planning gives you the opportunity to take an active role in your own learning and 
development. You decide what you need in order to develop and progress your career. Using the personal 
development planning process you can discuss and agree with your Manager / Head of Department access 
to the learning and development that gives you the best chance to advance your career and achieve your 
goals, both short term and longer term. 

4.1 What happens if I don’t have confidence in my Line Manager / Head of Department?  

You should still go ahead with your PDP in order to gain agreement for your personal development. 
However, you should concentrate on gathering feedback on your performance from a range of sources 
other than your manager, including colleagues with whom you directly work, your peers and direct 
reports. Requesting examples of performance issues is a very good way of validating feedback. 
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4.2 Will this be used for disciplinary, pay or promotion purposes? 

No.  This is a developmental conversation between you and your Line Manager, and is confidential to both 
of you. 

4.3 Who sees the completed PDP form? 

Only you and your Manager/Head of Department. Human Resources will be given a copy of your agreed 
plan so that they can summarise the requirements and build them into their plans. A completed PDP plan 
will also be required to apply for funding through the Educational Support Initiative 

4.4 Whose job is staff development?  

Everybody has a role to play in staff development. You have a role to play both in your own development 
and in the development of those around you. Whether you are a Manager, a colleague or a supervisor, 
you can provide useful information to others. As a Manager you should participate in the development of 
the PDP for all your team members. 

4.5 How am I, as a manager to make time for all this development work?  

Obviously no one wants time spent in learning and development to impact negatively on the quality of 
one’s primary work.  Chances are, however, that you are already spending a good deal of time engaged in 
staff learning and development. What the PDP process will do is provide you with a more structured way 
to analyse and implement the process of staff development. If you have a large number of staff reporting 
to you, you may need to stagger the PDP meetings over the course of a few months. 

4.6 As an Institute, are we ready for PMDS?  

Not every organisation is fully ready at the present time; indeed it may take several years to establish the 
personal development planning process widely throughout the Institutes of Technology. 

4.7 Are we creating expectations which we cannot meet?  

One of the reasons why the process requires that the individual meets with the Manager is to ensure that 
false expectations do not occur. It is the role of Managers to ensure that the personal development plans 
of their staff are realistic and can be achieved within the training budget. 

4.8 What if planned training does not take place due to budget constraints?  

This of course may occur. If it does, you should try to devise alternative ways of receiving the desired 
experience in a more cost-effective way, for instance through job rotation/on-the-job coaching rather 
than through attending a course.  
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                                                             Summary 

Personal development planning ensures that employees receive recognition for their work through a 
process which acknowledges their achievements and provides them with as much information as possible 
about what they do and what is required to do it better. This should have the effect of increasing their 
motivation. For example, providing positive comments about employees’ work, acknowledging their 
contributions at meetings and allowing them to undertake more challenging and responsible tasks are 
ways of recognizing and endorsing employees’ work on a regular basis.  

It is vital to remember that personal development plans are not static documents. For example, they may 
need to be altered from time to time to reflect changes in key responsibilities which may occur in 
response to changing organizational priorities. Any changes made are effected through consultation 
between the employee and the manager. 

APPENDIX 1  

PMDS Sample Forms - Completed Examples 

 

The first form is the self-assessment form to be completed by a staff member prior to their meeting with 
their Manager / Head of Department.  

This form has been designed to help you prepare for your annual Personal Development Planning session 
with the appropriate manager.  The preparation for a PDP meeting would typically take approximately one 
hour.  It is recommended that each individual completes the PDP self-assessment form in advance of their 
meeting with their Manager.  It is also worthwhile giving your Manager a copy to read before the meeting. 

Your Manager will initially structure the discussion by going through the headings on the form and 
discussing your views as well as making his/her observations. 

However, you should both feel free to discuss anything relevant and useful at any stage during the 
process. 

A summary of the discussion, using a copy of this form, will be prepared by the Manager at the end of the 
meeting and submitted to the employee for agreement.  This will then become the employee's Personal 
Development Plan for the forthcoming year. 
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ACADEMIC PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EXAMPLE 

1. What has been your main role the past twelve months? What changes have taken place, if any? What 
additional responsibilities have you had? 

If no change, ignore this section 

Principle role has been a lecturer in Physics as part of xxx diploma course and yyy course. About 40% 
of my time has been spent in new course development, including related research for new course 
zzz. 

For six months of the year I have been acting up as Head of Department in the absence of AB.I have 
represented the department on the Academic Council since May. 

2. What are your main achievements over the past year - did you achieve the agreed objectives? What 
were the main inhibitors? 

Achieved 93% positive ratings from students on my core courses (xxxdip and yyy course. Also very 
positive ratings from the xxx course board. 

Research paper into xxx published in vvv journal in October. Unfortunately two other research 
projects had to be abandoned for reasons we have discussed... 

Developed a joint marketing approach with head of development for courses xxx and increased the 
enrolments by 50%. 

Improved retention on course yyy by 30% by developing new remote learning options with computer 
services dept. 

Development of new course zzz was delayed due to resource constraints in Technical Support plus 
my having to stand in for head of department. 

3. What are your main strengths in your current role? 
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Flexibility of approach, good awareness of the marketplace and ability to work well with other 
departments of the IT. Developing new ''management skills'' as a stand in.  

4. What do you see as your main areas for improvement and development? 

I sometimes have difficulty in prioritising conflicting work pressures. By acting as a head of 
department I have probably not spent enough time with my students. I get preoccupied with things I 
enjoy but don't always pay attention to the necessary detail. I tend to accept lots of day to day 
problems from other lecturers and find it hard to delegate or say no. 

5. Are there any career development aspirations you want to discuss at the meeting? 

I have quite enjoyed being an acting head of department and would like to discuss future options in 
that area. 

In the longer term I would like to understand the implications of taking a sabbatical to pursue a 
particular line of research. 

6. What training and development needs do you have to improve performance in your current job, or to 
help develop your future career? 

There is nothing specific in relation to my current job but I would like to consider some form of 
leadership or management training if I am to remain as an acting head of department. 

I would also like some training or advice and guidance on the selection and management of 
research projects. 

7. What should be your main objectives, priorities and improvement targets for the next year? 

Support school and departmental objectives in increasing enrolments and decreasing attrition on all 
courses. Sustain and improve figures for the xxx and yyy courses. 

Improve student ratings for my own courses where practical 

Deliver the delayed new course zzz by September  

Carry out research project bbb and obtain publication in vvv 

Improve management skills by attending appropriate course by June  (assuming still acting up) 

8. What support do you need from your manager/head of department or school to help you to meet 
your objectives and improve your personal performance or career development? 

Some clarification on priorities. Support in securing permanent head of department position, 
including arranging the necessary training and 

Development. 
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9. Any additional notes or comments?  No.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICIAN PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EXAMPLE 

1. What has been your main role the past twelve months? What changes have taken place, if any? What 
additional responsibilities have you had? 

If no change, ignore this section 

Role has not changed significantly over past twelve months, providing support to lecturers and 
students in the delivery of courses in the School of Electronic Design Engineering.. 

I have been heavily involved in planning and setting up the new electronic engineering laboratory 
including commissioning the bionic accelerator and upgrading the software on all fourth generation 
equipment. 

I am also part of the design team for the planned xxx course due to be launched in September  

2. What are your main achievements over the past year - did you achieve the agreed objectives? What 
were the main inhibitors? 

Improved the average availability of technical equipment by 10% with the introduction of a 
predictive maintenance system. Target was originally agreed at 25% but there were a considerable 
number of bugs in the new software and my planned training course did not materialise. 

This had a knock on effect in reducing my availability to support the development of new course xxx 
which was delayed by two months but is now running very successfully following a concerted team 
effort between myself and the Head of Department. 

The student survey showed increased (15%) satisfaction with the availability and efficiency of 
technical and laboratory equipment. 

3. What are your main strengths in your current role? 
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Sound technical knowledge and the ability to keep constantly up to date. Flexibility of approach, 
good at problem identification and resolution. 

Work well with lecturers and empathize with students 

Committed to the success of the School and Institute. 

4. What do you see as your main areas for improvement and development? 

None, apart from job related training 

5. Are there any career development aspirations you want to discuss at the meeting? 

I would like to discuss the possibility and practicalities of becoming a lecturer at some stage 

 

6. What training and development needs do you have to improve performance in your current job, or to 
help develop your future career? 

I need to attend the predictive maintenance course which was cancelled earlier this year. Also 
further training on the 4G software platform. 

I need further training to help in the extension of remote access to course modules. 

We need to organise further on site training for myself and a number of lecturers on the bionic 
accelerator system. 

Subject to career discussion I would like to know what support might be available to help me obtain 
suitable qualifications to become a lecturer. 

7. What should be your main objectives, priorities and improvement targets for the next year? 

Support school and departmental objectives in increasing enrolments and decreasing attrition on all 
courses. Take an active role in organising visits and demos for teachers and potential students in 
conjunction with the Head of Department. 

Improve equipment availability by a further 15% in line with original estimates - subject to more 
stable software and training course availability for me. 

Complete 4G installation by September (subject to budgets / equipment availability. 

Support successful implementation of new course zzz by September, as endorsed by course board. 

8. What support do you need from your manager/head of department or school to help you to meet 
your objectives and improve your personal performance or career development? 

Further clarification on priorities. Support in arranging the necessary training and development. 
Ongoing counseling on career options. 
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9. Any additional notes or comments?  No 
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LIBRARIAN PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EXAMPLE 

1. What has been your main role the past twelve months? What changes have taken place, if any? What 
additional responsibilities have you had? 

If no change, ignore this section 

No change in role over past 12 months. 

I was part of the project team which commissioned the new student support block including the 
internet café and on line library support. This accounted for about 25% of my time during the year. 

2. What are your main achievements over the past year - did you achieve the agreed objectives? What 
were the main inhibitors? 

Implemented on line book/publication reservation service which improved availability by 10%, which 
was the agreed objective. 

Developed information strategy for new courses xxx and yyy in conjunction with lecturers and 
computer services function. 

Successfully completed the student support block project as part of the project team. 

The student survey showed increased (20%) satisfaction with the library function. 

3. What are your main strengths in your current role? 

Wide, long term experience as a librarian in third level education. 

Extensive range of contacts and data sources in the sector. 

Credibility with Heads of School, departments and lecturers plus excellent working relationships. 

Strong commitment to the success of the Institute - good team worker. 

4. What do you see as your main areas for improvement and development? 

I need to improve my own work planning and prioritising and upgrade my computer related skills.. 

5. Are there any career development aspirations you want to discuss at the meeting? 

No.  

6. What training and development needs do you have to improve performance in your current job, or to 
help develop your future career? 

Mainly specialised Librarian training in IT and web based technical skills. 
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As a pre cursor I would like to upgrade basic computer skills by attending specific internal course 
modules. 

I would also like to attend selected modules run in the Humanities Department on work planning 
and time management. 

7. What should be your main objectives, priorities and improvement targets for the next year? 

Support school and departmental objectives in improving service to students by further improving 
availability of books and material 

Implement further updates to the on line reservation system with the objective of achieving 
availability by a further 5%. Dependency is budget to buy software updates. 

Work with the rest of the project team to further enhance the student services provided in the new 
Support block. Implement an ongoing 'satisfaction survey' to monitor usage and student views.  

Support successful implementation of new course zzz by September, as endorsed by course board. 

8. What support do you need from your manager/head of department or school to help you to meet 
your objectives and improve your personal performance or career development? 

Better guidance on work prioritisation. Recognition and appreciation for extraordinary effort last 
year on urgent projects. Support in arranging the necessary training and development, both internal 
and external.. 

9. Any additional notes or comments?  No 
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Appendix 2- PDP Self-Assessment Form Template  

How to use this form 

This form has been designed to help you prepare for your annual Personal Development Planning session 
with the appropriate manager.  The preparation for a PDP meeting would typically take approximately one 
hour.  It is recommended that each individual completes the PDP self assessment form in advance of their 
meeting with their manager.  It is also worthwhile giving your manager a copy to read before the meeting, 
but again that is optional. 

Your manager will initially structure the discussion by going through the headings on this form and 
discussing your views as well as making his/her observations. 

However, you should both feel free to discuss anything relevant and useful at any stage during the 
process. 

A summary of the discussion, using a copy of this form, will be prepared by the manager at the end of the 
meeting for agreement by the employee.  This will then become the employee's Personal Development 
Plan for the forthcoming year. 

 

Questions 

1. What has been your main role the past twelve months?  What changes have taken place, if any?  
What additional responsibilities have you had? 

 

 

2 What are your main achievements over the past year - did you achieve the agreed objectives?  What 
were the main inhibitors? 

 

 

3. What cross-functional role/roles have you performed over the last twelve months? 

 

 

4. What are your main strengths in your current role? 
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5. What do you see as your main areas for improvement and development? 

 

 

6. Are there any career development aspirations you want to discuss at the meeting? 

 

 

7. What should be/are your main objectives, priorities and improvement targets for the next year?  

 

 

8. What training and development needs do you have to improve performance in your current job, or to 
help develop your future career? 

 

 

9. What support do you need from your manager/head of department/school or Director to help you to 
meet your objectives and improve your personal performance or career development? 

 

 

10. Any additional notes or comments? 

 

Name……………………… 

Date………………… 
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APPENDIX 3- PMDS Training Courses 

Training will be provided in the initial stages of implementation of PMDS  

 

              Senior Management PMDS Workshop – half day – Version 1 Ref SMW1 

Objectives: 

 To develop a good understanding of the strategic importance of the PMDS process and how to achieve 
the full potential benefits of the approach 

 To ensure that each member of the senior management team understands the importance of their 
corporate and individual roles in the PMDS implementation process 

 Following consultation, to develop an agreed set of PMDS objectives and priorities (based on the 
Strategic Plan) to form the basis of the PMDS system. 

 Develop the PMDS rollout plan for the Institute and assign resources and responsibilities. 

Outline Content: 

The session will be facilitated by the consultant, who will introduce some training material and examples 
and then help the Director to guide the discussion in the following main areas. The output should be an 
agreed PMDS strategy and plan. 

 Positioning PMDS in the strategic management systems of the Institute   

 How to select the most appropriate PMDS priorities at Corporate Level  

 Selecting and agreeing the corporate PMDS priorities (5 or 6), supported by objectives and targets as 
appropriate. 

 Development of the PMDS implementation plan. 

PMDS - Team Development Plan Workshop – 3 Hours Ref MTBW 

Objectives: 

 To review the strategic PMDS priorities agreed by the Senior Management team and relate them to 
the work of their own function / department 

 To agree functional/departmental priorities to be addressed in the PMDS process 

 Following consultation, to develop an agreed set of PMDS objectives and priorities to form the 
basis of the functional / departmental PMDS system. 

 Develop the PMDS rollout plan for the Department/function. 
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Outline Content: 

The session will be facilitated by the trainer, who will introduce some training material and examples and 
then help the Manager/ Academic Leader to guide the discussion. 

The output should be an agreed PMDS strategy and plan for the function, supported by objectives and 
targets as appropriate. 

PMDS Awareness Workshop for Managers and Staff (ref PMDSAW1) 

Objectives: 

 To introduce all staff to the Performance Management and Development system being introduced 
in all Institutes of Technology. 

 To explain the background of the Sustaining Progress agreement. 

 To give an introduction to how the system will work and what are the potential benefits. 

 To provide an opportunity for discussion and questions and to introduce the PMDS handbook. 

  

Content: 

 Introduction to PMDS – background, Sustaining Progress and objectives 

 PMDS – what it is, what it is not, and how it will work in the Institute. 

 PMDS examples from other Academic and Public Sector organizations 

 Potential benefits of PMDS – and critical success factors. 

 Introduction to the PMDS documentation 

 What happens next – Timescales for implementation and introduction to the next training session 

 Discussion 

 

Management Training – How to run the Personal Development Planning process – Ref PMDSMT2 

Objectives: 

 To equip managers with the necessary knowledge to run the PMDS process in their area of 
responsibility 

 To review and practice some of the key leadership and management skills necessary to operate an 
effective PMDS system 

Outline Content: 

 Manager’s responsibilities in organizing and running PDP and Review sessions – where to go for help 

 Key skills needed for the PDP process – giving and receiving feedback – interpersonal skills - role play  

 SMART objective setting  - examples of relevant team and personal objectives 

 How to carry out Personal Development Plan Reviews. 
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 Discussion – frequently asked questions – key success factors. 

 

Employee Briefing Session – How to make the most of your PDP  Session – Ref EBS 

Objectives:  

 To provide additional guidance to employees on how to make the most of their Personal 
Development Planning Session 

 To provide any necessary clarification about information contained in the staff handbook. 

 To give employees the opportunity to ask questions and raise concerns with the trainer. 

 

Contents: 

 Summary of the PDP process and how it should work in practice 

 The need for preparation and planning – with examples 

 How to fill in the self-assessment form 

 How to deal with problems arising – with examples 

 What to do if there is significant disagreement 

 What happens next – documentation and review process 

 Questions and issues arising 

 


